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Abstract— Platforms partner social affairs of people; get-
togethers can make use of available applications to 
mastermind their work. Platforms are for the most part made 
to direct ventures or for the advancing running of an 
association office. Platform is not compelled by affiliation. 
Anyone can be added to a platform e.g. client and dealer or 
say expert. Secure spaces that make it easy to create user 
information and control absolutely what invited customers 
can see.  
A Platform is like an envelope, simply all the more extreme 
with messages, comments, dashboards to say the very least. 
Adequately move or copy various things to a substitute 
territory in user Platform or a totally unmistakable Platform 
unmitigated. Successfully control access with a section 
based assent system. The part is arranged when the customer 
is invited and can be changed at whatever point by a super 
user. Private platform only with invitation. Employee 
platforms everyone in an affiliation. Open platforms  anyone 
within an affiliation. 
 
Keywords: Mastermind, Ventures, Affiliation, Dashboards, 
Platform. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Nowadays the organizations work for various customers and 
for numerous ventures in a parallelization so they require a 
community oriented stage where different protests is 
identified with the organization can be accomplished with 
the joint effort and coordination of numerous divisions and 
group. Control application stage will give the ideal 
communitarian workspace there the customers can 
coordinate the assets required to accomplish the objectives 
and notwithstanding for a superior correspondence extend 
administration.  
 
The application underpins the combination with various 
outsider stages so that any sort of data exchange or 
information exchange can be made do with full precision. 
The application gives the full automation and 
synchronization includes so that every one of the exercises 
that are overseen by different offices can be synchronized 
with the full most recent upgrades. The application helps the 

overseer to characterize the parts and the confirmation rights 
to various divisions and groups or we can say that with the 
assistance of the application a legitimate work coordinated 
effort organizing rights can be given so that the work 
liabilities can be allotted and characterized identified with 
various tasks. 

 
 
The application additionally deals with the brought together 
venture administration usefulness is that can be doled out 
and facilitated from support for instance the points of 
reference, work assignments for errand assignments and so 
forth. The application is additionally clubbed with high and 
checking and following with the assistance of various 
reporting sort that are available or incorporated inside of the 
stage. The clients can choose the reporting sort to track and 
screen any kind of data identified with the venture that is 
required.  
 
The application will give the accompanying  

• Assets  
• Coordinated effort  
• Work administration  
• Work rights  
• Reporting  

 
 Our application is exceptionally helpful for the customers 
the individuals who require the cooperative working style 
with the brought together working stage for dealing with 
various ventures for works. The application will be utilized 
for shared coordinated effort that is implies that application 
will deal with the ongoing. The application is intended to 
deal with all the work handle functionalities characterize 
properly so that all the work and following can be sorted out 
from one place itself. As the work will be organized into 
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different groups and divisions even the liabilities and the 
work turning points will have beneficial outcome. 

II. FEASIBILITY STUDY 
The main purpose of the visibility studies to investigate the 
desired proposed system thoroughly so that at the time of 
implementation and development the company should not 
face any type of problem. The feasibility check is to check 
the feasibility of the designed application that we are up for. 
Multiple type of feasibility studies can be done some of 
them are  
 
• Legal Feasibility  
• Market Feasibility  
• Operational Feasibility  
• Technical Feasibility 
 
Legal Feasibility 
 
The legal team and the development build team will take 
care of all the legal aspects or the rules and regulations that 
has to be followed to manage the Optimization and 
Standards. The quality standards as fixed by the Agencies or 
by the government will be crossed checked and followed at 
the time of implementation and development. As in our case 
we have to check that as a platform will provide a 
collaborative work space all the data for the accounts of the 
users should be safe and secure. 
 
Market Feasibility 
 
Before the development and implementation we have to 
check about the market of our application as we required 
clients for the success of the company that is developing the 
platform. The application is designed in such a format that 
multiple domain companies can make use of our platform to 
manage their work and accordingly it can be accessed from 
anywhere as it will be hosted on the cloud platform. From 
small to Big companies can be integrated and can use our 
platform. The main target of the development base is for 
global worldwide format so we have to target all the 
companies irrespective of the geo location. 
 
 Technological Feasibility 
 
• The application will be hosted on cloud platform so it 

can be accessed easily  
• All required cloud resources are available within the 

company  
• Application can be developed within the time frame that 

is defined  
• All related resources in terms of the technical peoples 

are available within the company 
• Training will be managed by the company 
 

 Operational Feasibility 
 
• All operative resistance will be managed and has 

already been crossed checked with the potential clients  
• The hosting company will provide a detailed support 

team for any type of issues that can arise at the time of 
operation  

• The user can access the applications according to the 
rights provided  

• Any type of data transfer and integration at the time of 
operations will be encrypted  

• The application will provide a smooth working platform 
where all the different things can be customized. 

 
IV. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

AND SYSTEM DESIGN 
 

The motivation behind the product prerequisite detail is to 
expand all the related necessities for all the related modules 
that are separated for a specific venture or programming. All 
the proposed prerequisites that are should have been 
actualized in the proposed framework will be portrayed and 
educated with the assistance of the necessity particular 
reports. The documentation is exceptionally useful for the 
customers for whom the venture is created with the goal that 
they can realize that what really the organization has 
anticipated them and how the functionalities will function at 
the season of operational for execution stage. The product 
prerequisite determination documentation can be isolated 
into two principle stages where all the related issues that can 
emerge ought to be portrayed and every one of the 
functionalities related subtle elements ought to be delineated  
• Issue prerequisite examination  
• Usefulness investigation 

 
 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
In the iterative model that we are using in our project 
development we will be dividing the project into different 
small phases. All the divided small section will be managed 
individually as a Project life cycle structuring in incremental 
way. Multiple were functionalities can be developed parallel 
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procedure. It helps to measure the progress in a proper 
format even the testing for all different sections developed 
will be much more easier when it is done with the iterative 
fashion. 
• Initial planning  
• Planning  
• Requirements  
• Design  
• Implementation  
 

 
 

A. Data Flow Diagram 
This describes a flow of control. And it is a structured analysis 
and implementing a design that can be used for flowchart to 
shows the flow of control. Where it shows how actual data can 
be passed from one phase to another it will show the step by 
step process how actual data will be goes throughout the 
system. When will analyzers prepare the Data Flow Diagram, 
they will get to know how the information will flows 
throughout the system and we can also check how the 
information is flowing from the initial level to the final level. 
This network is constructed by making use of symbols by 
seeing that symbols we will come to know how the actual 
process will carry out. 

 
Fig 1 DFD Diagram 

 

B. Class Diagram 

 
Fig 2 class diagram 

 
C. Use Case Diagram 

 
Fig 3 Overview of Use case Diagram 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 
Our workspace will give different clients identified with 
various associations virtual office space that can be altered 
with the assistance of the customization alternatives 
actualized and the clients can utilize these interfaces to 
execute the war functionalities they are searching for. The 
application will assemble all the data related and will give 
the utilizations to an asset chasing that is required by the 
clients so we need to incorporate different assets that will be 
utilized by the clients for running the dynamic endeavor 
administration framework.  
 
 The application gives community oriented work group 
where all the related substance can be shared identified with 
The Ventures so we need to execute the way the general 
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population taking a shot at the stage can have an agreeable 
component with exchange of data with various connecting 
and other relative's arrangement. The application will be 
executed to give the variant control that will give the 
controlled validation while usage at the operational level. 
Application is executed for the accompanying functionalities 
to take a shot at  
 
• Characterized workspaces  
• Characterized assignments and deliverable  
• Characterized joint effort and coordination  
• Characterize Resource Management  
• Characterize client administration and control  
• Characterized reports  
Characterize reconciliation and use 
 

Modules 
 
Module Associate 

Action tracker 
Have different Platforms, you’ll have user own specific 
individual dashboard as well, which infers you can see a 
layout of everything that is happened in user record. With 
the help of our application we can get report for the 
activities taken by the customers. 
 
Publish 
Publish comments on messages, coordinators and archives. 
Comment images highlight when comments are 
incorporated uncovering to you which things people are 
taking up with. Make request and handle issues with the 
help of publish main by the application, these can 
consolidate content, pictures, records and associations. 
 
Digital  
Provide digital support say videos etc 
 
Informing 
Talk with everyone in the Platform by publishing messages. 
Make a message with our essential rich-substance device or 
by sending messages to user Platform. Application helps to 
highlight visit with message containing content, pictures, 
records and associations. 
 
Module Data 
 
Record capacity incorporations 
Direct integration for the cloud say drop-box 
 
Document  
Offer documents from anyplace 
 
Assignment 

User and group gathering can comment and give about work 
process endeavors and track them toward perfection. 
Customers can manage an extensive variety of errands, to-
do undertaking, task taking after, rehashing errand etc. 
 
Security 
SSL encryption is utilized for information. 
 
Information moved down  
Auto sync and backups, as rules are set 
 
Schedule 
Can coordinate with i-Cal, standpoint and so forth 
 
Import and Export 
Supports transfer from multiple platforms 
 
Status 
Authorized status check 
 
Results 
  

 
Fig 4 Add application page 

 
 

 
Fig 5 select Application page 
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Fig 6 Manage activity page 

 
 

 
  Fig 7 Add Collaborator Page 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Application platform is designed for the successful 
collaboration and integration of multiple organizational 
works that can be managed on the basis of collaborative 
work space. Application provides multiple workspaces that 
can be managed on the department basis or on the work 
basis with the easy to use configuration interfaces. The 
application provide flexible updated collaborative space that 
is secure and managed on the software as a service platform 
easy integration  
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